
TENNESSEE-; VALLEY AUTHORITY
CHATTANOOGA. TE-NNIESSEE 37401

500C Chestnut Street Tower II

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulations
Attention: Mr. S. A. Varga, Chief

Light Water Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Project Management

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Varga:

In the Matter of the Application of
Tennessee Valley Authority

Docket Nos.

Enclosed is a copy of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant round two question
212.74 and TVA's response to this question. This additional informa-
tion was requested in your letter to N. B. Hughes on September 19,
1978, and is applicable to both the Watts Bar and Sequoyah Nuclear
Plants.

Very truly yours,

Assistant Manager of Power
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212-.7'4 Question:
(5.2.2)

Check valves in th 'e discharge side of the high head
safety injection, low head safety injection, PHP,
charging, and boron injection systems perform an
isclation function in that they protect low pressure
systems from full reactor pressure. The staff will
require that these check valves be classified ASME
IliV-2OOO category AC, with the leak testing for this
class of valve being performed to code specifications.
Each check valve in the systems identified above must be
leak tested; it is not satisfactory to just pull a
suction on the outer most check valve. This only
verifies that one of the series check valves is seated.
The necessary frequency of testing will be that
specified in the ASME Code, except in cases where only
one or two check valves in series separate high to low
pressure systems- In these cases, leak testing will be
performed at each refueling after the valves have teen
exercised.

Identify the ASME IWV-2000 Section IT catego ry for each
valve referred to in the above discussion. Verify that
you will meet the requaired leak testing schedule, and
that you have the necessary test lines to leak test each
valve. Provide the leak detection criteria that will be
used.

Resr~onse:

Series check valves which separate high pressure reactor
coolant system (RCS) piping from lower pressure piping
and components associated with the safety injection
(SIS), residual heat removal (REIPS) , and upper head
injection (HIT) systems will be periodically tested to
assure each valve's closed position during normal power
operation. (Boron injection line check valves, which do
not form a high/low pressure interface, will also be
tested.) The maximum time between closure tests will not
exceed the interval between refueling outages. The
permanently installed test systems will normally be used
for closure verification.

Those check valves adjacent to the RCS (inboard check
valves) will be verified closed by the following
procedure identified as Test Type L, in Table Q212.74~-1:
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1.. Pressurize the downstream side of the check valve
by increasing the PCS pressure above 1800 pounds,

2- Isolate all water sources upstream of the check
valve to be tested,

3. open the volume upstream of the check valve to the
installed test line, and

L4- Evaluate flow conditions in the test line for an
indication of valve closure. If the flow rate is
9-0 gpm or less, the test is acceptable.

The second check valves from the ECS (outboard
check valves) can be tested for closure by
observing their ability to maintain an established
differential pressure, by leak test, or by any
other equally acceptable alternative.

Closure testing by leak measurement appears most
satisfactory and may be done by the following methods:

1. Test Type L2 (for safety injection pump cold leg
injection line valves 63-551, 553, 555, and 557).
Back pressure is provided by an SIS accumulator.
Isolate the volume upstream of the valve except for
connection to a leak test line. M'easure leakage.

2. Test Type L. (for SIS accumulator injection and PHW
pump cold and hot leg injection line valves 63-622,
623, 624, 625, 632, 633, 634, 635, 640, and 643).
Use the safety injection pump, through the
appropriate cold or hot leg injection line, to
,apply back pressure to the valve. Measure leakage
as for Test Type 12.

3. Test Type L. (for boron injection line and safety
injection pump hot leg injection line valves
ý63-581, 543, 545, 547, and 549). Use the safety
injection pump, through the appropriate test line
connection, to apply hack pressure to the valve.
Measure back leakage by isolating the upstream
volume, venting a high point, and collecting
leakage in a calibrated vessel.

4. Test Type L. (for UHJZ injection line valves 87-562
and 563). Use a charging pump through the
appropriate test line to apply back pressure to the
valve. Measure leakage as for Test Type 12-
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Acceptance for any single check valve's test leakage
will depend on demonstrating its capability to fully
protect its connected, low pressure system from an
overpressure transient in the rare event that the
valve's similarly tested, redundant counterpart
experiences gross leak tightness failure. Also,
acceptance will assure that the normal, primary system
charging capability is not challenged by such a failure
and the plant can proceed with an orderly shutdown..
Small check valve leakages are important for normal
operation because of 1) requirements to restrict PCS
outleakage as discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.45, 2)
waste disposal system capacity and operating costs, and
.3) piping system contamination in normally stagnant
lines. These small leakages will be addressed by normal'
plant operating considerations and continuously
mocnitored as described in cur response to ESAP Question
212-75. T,ýe will attempt to correct any small leaks at,
the earliest opportunity to avoid forced plant outages
because of RCS outleakage. For the purpose of
protecting lower pressure systems in the event of a
check valve failure, the leak rate through any single
valve can be significantly greater than that allowed
generally for the check valve system. W~e need to take
advantage of this fact because the single check valve
integrity test is done during the final stages of plant
heatup when returning to power operation after a
refueling outage. Finding an unacceptably leaking check
valve at this time will then require returning to a cold
shutdown condition and possibly draining the RCS (in the
case of an inboard check valve) to gain access to the
valve internals, just when the plant is otherwise fully
cperational and ready to produce power. Hence, the
economic importance of choosing a reasonable leak rate
criteria for this particular test becomes apparent. We
will use 9 gpm as the test criteria.. This value, as
chosen, should not result in undue forced outages, and,
it is well within any limits required to ensure plant
safety because 1) it is only 550 or less of the
overpressure protection relief* capacity for the lo%
pressure systems which would come uncomfortably close to
Exceeding pressure boundary design safety margins if
subjected to full RCS pressure, 2) it is 15% or less of
relief capacity for low pressure systems which have a
high enough design pressure to preclude their gross
failure when exposed to full ECS pressure, and 3) the
leak rate is low enough to have negligible effect on the
normal charging sy-stem and no affect on a normal
shutdown capability, and 4$) it is within the permanently
installed leak test measurement capability- Further,
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although a potential leak rate of this magnitude
(resulting from gross failure of a redundant check
valve) is not desirable, it is not unsafe and would be
detected earlier than a small leak, reducing the time of
plant operation without the benefit of double check~
valve protection.

Below is a table of piping systems and safety valve data
which shows conservatism in available relief rates f or a
9 gpm leak..

Safety Valve Volumetric Felief 9 gpm leak rate

Pjipjpg Setgoint (psig) Capacity (qpmr) as a % f Capacity

FlAP TEurp 600 820 1.1%
Discbarge

SIS 700 2235 23.8%
Accumu-
lator

SI Pump 1750 60 151%
Discharge

UHI Ac- 1800 70 13%,
cumulator

Bor-on 2735 N.A. N.A.
injection

'ýe object to assigning ASME Section XI, Category AC to
any of these check valves- Category AC would
incorrectly impose seat leakage testing requirements
uThen it is the valve position in which we are primarily
interested. ýie are using a leak test on the inboard
check valves simply because this is a very positive as
well as convenient means of determining valve closure.
;ýe believe that any other method of determining closure
is also acce-table (such as observing differential
p-ressure retention capability as on the outbcard check
valves), w 'ithout a determination of individual valve
leak rates as required for Category AC valves.

The check valve testing thus far described is intended
to limit the probability of a double check valve
failure, and undesirable events related thereto, to
magnitudes indicated in references 1 and 2 in the
neighborhood of 5.5 x 10-9 per year.
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1. EPRI NP-252, Project 767-1, September 1976, 1"P~i
Sensitivity to Alterations in the Interfacing
Systems ]LOCA,"1 (p~age 37, item c).

2. Nuclear 'Technology, Vol. 37, Jan 78, "Probabilistic
Analysis of the Interfacing System Loss-of-Coolant
Accident and Implications on Design Decisicns," pp
5-12 (see pages 11, item 3).
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TABLE Q212.Th-i

CHECK VA.LVE TIABLE

Pip~ing

Boron Inje-c-
tion

SIP/RHPE/SIS
Accumulators

SIS Accumu-
lat ors

SIP (CL)

RHPP (CL)

SIp/RHPP (HL)

SIP (HlL)

PHPP (Hi.)

URHI

TVA Valve No. Location TIest 'Type Sec. XI Category

63-586
587
588
589

6 3-58 1

63-560
561
562
563

63- 622
623
6214
625

63-55 1
553
555
557

63- 63 2
633
6314
635

63-6141
63-6144

63-558
559
5143
5145
547
5149

63-6140
643

87-558
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~ABLE Q212.7 4~-1 (Continuede0

CHECK VALVE TABLE

TVA Valve No. location TEest Type Sec. XI Category

559
560
561
562
563

Location: 1 = valve closest to the RCS (inboard check valve)

2 =second valve inside containment (outboard check
valve)

3 = third valve inside containment

Test TEype: L = leak test
X = not a high/low pressure boundary interface
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